The research of the determination breast tumor BIRADS variant using the method of physical parameters on mammogram images are done. Usually, the radiology doctors to determine of BIRADS variant through out visual reading of mammograms. In this research a mathematical model to determine BIRADS variant by using the physical parameters on the mammogram images are derived. In previous studies for determining the stadium and histopathological types of breast cancer using mathematical models with physical parameters on mammogram images are obtained. The model have been tested on the mammogram 284 new patients at Sanglah Hospital and Denpasar Primamedika Hospital in Denpasar. The mathematical models had been determining the breast tumor BIRADS variant with 71.126% sensitivity are resulted. This article is better than in the previous article that uses fractal method, neural network and pattern, because the article is just able to detect the presence of microcalcification.
Introduction
The breast tumor is our problem all together which a lot of women who died caused by breast tumor disease. So that the new methods for early detection of breast tumors are required. Generally, the medical determine BIRADS variant before doing biobsy. The scientists efforts to research for early detection of breast tumors using digital image processing and pattern recognition are worked. The using Fractal methods by [1] , [2] using the Neural Network methods, [3] using Pattern methods. Although these methods are only to determine the existence of any microcalsification not for determining BIRADS variant. In this study, we deriving a mathematical model using the physical parameters on the mammogram to for determining BIRADS variants. Physical parameters could be classified the types of breast tumors, effectively. As in my works in previous studies i.e.: determining the type of breast cancer histopathology by [4] . The stage determination of breast cancer by [5] , This paper is organized as follows. Part 2 discusses the materials and methods, section 3 discusses the results and discussion and conclusions discussed in Part 4.
Materials and Methods

A. Materials
The materials on this research using mammogram from Sanglah Hospital and Denpasar Primamedika Hospital. The data of mammogram in file form and stored in the radiology data base in bmp format. Mammography tool is the Kodak brand type 6800 laser imager with a potential of 30 KV and a current of 28 mAs every second.
B. Methods
The aims of this study can be done through observational study with crosssectional study within 10 months. For the analysis of data using logistic multinomial statistical tests. The research methods are using the study of probability by calculating the physical parameters on mammography images such as: [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
with
With H(yq,yr,d), d, y each are the probability of a pair of gray-level, the distance between the pixel and gray level value, respectively. [4, 5, 6, 7] .
Results and Discussion
A. Results Table I . Value ranges for every physical parameter differs each other as shown in Table I . The probability of occurrence for BIRADS 2
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The probability of occurrence for BIRADS 3
The probability of occurrence for BIRADS 4
The probability of occurrence for BIRADS 5
The probability of BIRADS 1 = 1 − probability of occurrence probability for BIRADS 2 − probability of occurrence probability for BIRADS 3 − probability of occurrence probability for BIRADS 4 − probability of occurrence probability of BIRADS 5.
B. Discussion
The 
Conclusion
The mammogram tested results for the 284 new patients from Sanglah Hospital and Denpasar Primamedika Hospital in Denpasar which are the mathematical model are proposed could be determined the BIRADS variant of the breast tumors on the 71 126% sensitivity. This article is better than in the previous article that uses fractal method, neural network and pattern, because the article is just able to detect the presence of microcalcification.
